2010-2011 Scholarship and Award Winners

**E. Nelson James Junior Scholarship ($3,000 each)**
- Gretchen Panzer
  - St. Norbert College (MW)
  - Alpha Tau Chapter
- David Guyott
  - Millsaps College (S)
  - Zeta Sigma Chapter

**Runners-up ($1,500)**
- Rebecca McNulty
  - The College of New Jersey (E)
  - Alpha Epsilon Alpha Chapter
- Amanda Hendricks
  - University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire (MW)
  - Theta Zeta Chapter
- Jennifer Rish
  - Otterbein University (E)
  - Alpha Rho Upsilon Chapter

**Elva Bell McLin Senior Scholarship ($3,000 each)**
- Alexandra Reznik
  - Chatham University (E)
  - Alpha Delta Lambda Chapter
- Sarah Bruno
  - Albright College (E)
  - Rho Beta Chapter

**Runners-up ($1,500)**
- Danielle Thompson
  - Columbus State University (S)
  - Alpha Kappa Upsilon Chapter

**ΣΤΔ Scholarship ($4,000)**
- Anna Morgan
  - Oklahoma Baptist University (SW)
  - Chi Delta Chapter

**Runner-up ($2,000)**
- Melissa Chastang
  - Hampton University (S)
  - Alpha Beta Zeta Chapter

**ΣΤΔ Study Abroad Scholarship ($3,000 each)**

**First Round**
- Kristen Schaiby
  - Eastern Illinois University (MW)
  - Upsilon Gamma Chapter

**Second Round**
- Christine Stark
  - University of North Carolina, Wilmington (S)
  - Alpha Alpha Upsilon Chapter

**Regent Scholarships ($1,000 each)**

**Eastern**
- Dymon Lewis
  - St. Lawrence University
  - Alpha Mu Beta Chapter

**Far Western**
- Sarah Faulkner
  - Chapman University
  - Alpha Zeta Iota Chapter

**High Plains**
- Kayla Schmidt
  - Minot State University
  - Phi Chapter

**Midwestern**
- Melissa Miller
  - University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire
  - Theta Zeta Chapter

**Southern**
- Miah Saunders
  - High Point University
  - Alpha Xi Xi Chapter

**Southwestern**
- Katherine Williams
  - Arkansas Tech University
  - Omicron Tau Chapter
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P. C. Somerville Teaching Awards ($2,000 each)
Matthew Persico
The College of New Jersey (E)
Alpha Epsilon Alpha Chapter
Kristen Casabona
The College of New Jersey (E)
Alpha Epsilon Alpha Chapter

Summer Program Scholarship ($1,000)
Hannah Biggs
Otterbein University (E)
Alpha Rho Upsilon Chapter

Runner-up ($500)
Kayla Goetz
Concordia College (MW)
Alpha Lambda Phi Chapter

Scholarship Application Essay Awards ($100 each)
Melissa Chastang
Hampton University (S)
Alpha Beta Zeta Chapter
Amber Morales ($100)
Southern Arkansas University (SW)
Epsilon Theta Chapter
Kirk Barrett ($100)
University of North Carolina, Wilmington (S)
Alpha Alpha Upsilon Chapter

Outstanding Chapter Award ($350 each + $350/exhibiting)
American University of Kuwait (E/International)
Alpha Rho Eta Chapter
Chatham University (E)
Alpha Delta Lambda Chapter
Johnson C. Smith University (S)
Xi Lambda Chapter

Elaine W. Hughes Outstanding Sponsor Award ($500)
Michel Aaij
Auburn University, Montgomery (S)
Omicron Psi Chapter

Outstanding Regional Sponsor Awards
Kevin Brown
Lee University (S)
Alpha Beta Iota Chapter
William Lenz
Chatham University (E)
Alpha Delta Lambda Chapter

Outstanding Literary Arts Journal Awards
1st Place: Stephens College ($400) (MW)
Alpha Epsilon Eta Chapter
2nd Place: Barry University ($300) (S)
Alpha Alpha Xi Chapter
3rd Place: Rockhurst University ($300) (MW)
Alpha Mu Gamma Chapter
Honorable Mention: Oklahoma Christian University ($250) (SW); Rho Mu Chapter

Project Grants ($300)
Nebraska Wesleyan University (HP)
Kappa Xi Chapter

Service Award ($200/designated charity)
Chatham University (E)
Alpha Delta Lambda Chapter

Student Leadership Award ($250 each)
Kristen Casabona
The College of New Jersey (E)
Alpha Epsilon Alpha Chapter
Kathryn O'Brien
Western Michigan University (MW)
Alpha Nu Pi Chapter

Rectangle Awards
Elizabeth Holtze Creative Nonfiction Award ($300)
Sarah Badger
Marymount Manhattan College (E)
Alpha Mu Delta Chapter

Frederic Fadner Critical Essay Award ($300)
Dylan Phillips
Winthrop University (S)
Iota Mu Chapter

Herbert L. Hughes Short Fiction Award ($300)
Kelsey Yoder
Western Illinois University (MW)
Phi Delta Chapter

Eleanor B. North Poetry Award ($300)
Stephanie Murray
University of West Alabama (S)
Chi Omicron Chapter

Judson Q. Owen Award for Best Piece Overall ($200)
Stephanie Murray
University of West Alabama (S)
Chi Omicron Chapter
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Chapter Website Award ($250)
  University of North Carolina, Wilmington (S)
  Alpha Alpha Upsilon Chapter

Individual Website Award ($250)
  Tania Collette Richter
  University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire (MW)
  Theta Zeta Chapter

Chapter Blog Award ($250)
  University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire (MW)
  Theta Zeta Chapter

Individual Blog Award ($250)
  Kristen Casabona
  The College of New Jersey (E)
  Alpha Epsilon Alpha Chapter

Delta Award
  Elizabeth Holtze
  Alumna of Metropolitan State College of Denver (HP)
  Alpha Psi Chapter